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Abstract 

The study of number sequences has been a source of attraction to the 
mathematicians since ancient times. Since then many of them are focusing their 
interest on the study of the numbers. Undoubtely, triangular numbers are one of 
these numbers. In this study, we deal with the relations between square 
triangular numbers, special condition of triangular numbers, and balancing 
numbers. Also, we investigate positive integer solutions of some Diophantine 

equations such as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,124,81,81 222 ∓yxyxxyyxxyyx =+=++=−+  

( ) ( ) ( ) xyyxxyyxxyyxyxyx 6,16,181,142 222222 −+=−++=+=+ ∓∓∓  

,0146,0 22 =−+−= xyxyxx ∓∓  and other similar equations related to square 

triangular and balancing numbers. 
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1. Introduction 

By a triangular number, we mean the number of the form =nT  

( ) ,21+nn  where n is a natural number. A few of these numbers are           

1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, ..., and so on. Also, it is well known that x 
is a triangular number, if and only if 18 +x  is a perfect square. The n-th 
triangular number is formed using an outher triangle, whose sides have n 
dots. Similarly, square numbers can be arranged in the shape of a square. 
The m-th square number is formed using an outher square, whose sides 

have m dots. The m-th square number is [ ].142mSm =  Balancing 

numbers are numbers that are the solutions of the equation 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),21121 rmmmm ++++++=−+++ ……   (1.1) 

calling ,+∈ Zr  the balancer corresponding to the balancing number m. 
For example, 1, 6, 35, and 204 are balancing numbers with balancers 0, 2, 
14, and 84, respectively. In what follows, we introduce cobalancing 
numbers in a way similar to the balancing numbers. By modifying (1.1), 

we call ,+∈ Zm  a cobalancing number if 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),21121 rmmmmm ++++++=+−+++ ……   (1.2) 

for some .+∈ Zr  Here, we call ,+∈ Zr  a cobalancer corresponding to the 
cobalancing number m. A few of the cobalancing numbers are 0, 2, 14, 
and 84 with cobalancers 1, 6, 35, and 204, respectively [7], [8]. In this 
chapter, one of the major question we will be interested in answering is 
whether or not there is a close relations between square triangular 
numbers and balancing numbers. Since triangular numbers are of the 

form ( )
2

1+= nnTn  and square numbers are of the form ,2mSm =  

square triangular numbers are integer solutions of the equation =2m  
( ) [ ].142

1+nn  We will get this equation again using an amusing problem 

to see how square triangular numbers are obtained from this problem. In 
Equation (1.1), if we make substitution ,nrm =+  we get 
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( ) ( ) ( ) .21121 nmmm +++++=−+++ ……   (1.3) 

Then this equation gives us a problem as follows: 

I live on a street, whose houses are numbered in order ,,3,2,1 …  
;,1 nn −  so the houses at the ends of the street are numbered 1 and n. My 

own house number is m and of course, .0 nm <<  One day, I add up the 
house numbers of all the houses to the left of my house; then I do the 
same for all the houses to the right of my house. I find that the sums are 
the same. So, how can we find m and n [13]? Since 1321 −++++ m…  

( ) ( ) ,11 nnm +−+++= …  it follows that 

( ) ( ) ( ) .2
1

2
1

2
1 +−+=

− mmnnmm  

Thus, we get ( ) .2
12 += nnm  Here, 2m is both a triangular number and a 

square number. That is, 2m  is a square triangular number. In Equation 
(1.3), since m is a balancing number, it is easy to see that a balancing 
number is square root of a square triangular number. For more 
information about triangular, square triangular, and balancing numbers, 
see [1], [2], [12], and [17]. 

Euler [2] showed that 
2

24






 − ba  is a triangular number for 

( )na 223 +=  and ( ) .223 nb −=  In 1879 Roberts [2], by using Euler’s 
formula, showed that the n-th square triangular number nt  is given by 

( ) ( ) .
24

2121
222











 −−+
=

nn
nt  

After then Subramaniam showed that 216 −− −= nnn uuu  by taking 

nn tu =  (see [15], [16]). Actually, the elements of the sequence ( )nu  are 

balancing numbers, which are obtained from the solutions of the 
Equation (1.3). In this chapter, we will develop a method for finding all 
square triangular numbers after using well known theorems. For this, we 
will use some Diophantine equations, whose solutions are related to Pell, 
Pell-Lucas, and the sequence ( )nv , where nv  is given by 
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.2nn Qv =  

Before discussing about these sequences, we introduce two kinds of 
sequences named generalized Fibonacci and Lucas sequences { }nU  and 

{ },nV  respectively. For more information about generalized Fibonacci 

and Lucas sequences, one can consult [4], [5], [6], [10], [11], and [18]. The 
generalized Fibonacci sequence { }nU  with parameter k and t, is defined 

by ,1,0 10 == UU  and 11 −+ += nnn tUkUU  for .1n  Similarly, the 

generalized Lucas sequence { }nV  with parameter k and t, is defined by 

,,2 10 kVV ==  and 11 −+ += nnn tVkVV  for ,1n  where .042 >+ tk  

Also generalized Fibonacci and Lucas numbers for negative subscript are 

defined as 
( )n

n
n

t
UU
−

−
=−  and 

( )n
n

n
t

VV
−

=−  for all .N∈n  When 2=k  

and ,1=t  we get nn PU =  and ,nn QV =  where nP  and nQ  are called 

Pell and Pell-Lucas sequences, respectively. Thus, ,1,0 10 == PP  and 

11 2 ++ += nnn PPP  for 1n  and ,2,2 10 == QQ  and 11 2 −+ += nnn QQQ  

for all .N∈n  When k = 6 and t = −1, we represent nU  and nV  by nu  and 

,nv  respectively. Thus, ,1,0 10 == uu  and 11 6 −+ −= nnn uuu  and 

,6,2 10 == vv  and 11 6 −+ −= nnn vvv  for all .1n  Now, we present 

some well known theorems regarding the sequences ( ) ( ),, nn QP  and 

( )nu  without proof. 

Theorem 1.1. Let γ  and δ  be roots of the characteristic equation 

.0122 =−− xx  Then, we have 
22

nn
nP δ−γ=  and .nn

nQ δ+γ=  

Theorem 1.2. Let α  and β  be roots of the characteristic equation 

.0162 =+− xx  Then 
24

nn
nu β−α=  and .nn

nv β+α=  

The formulas given in the above theorems are known as Binet’s 
formula. Let nB  denote n-th balancing number. From [8], we know that 
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( ) ( ) .
82

8383 nn
nB −−+
=  

From Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, it is easily seen that 2
2n

nn
PBu ==   and 

.2nn Qv =  

The proof of the following theorem is given in [3]. 

Theorem 1.3. Let [ ] { }ZZ ∈+= baba ,22  and .21 +=γ  Then 

the set of units of the ring [ ]2Z  is { }.Z∈γ nn∓  

Now, we mention some equations, whose solutions are related to 
( )nP  and ( ).nQ  Before discussing the equations, we give some known 

identities for ( ) ( ) ( ),,, nnn BQP  and ( ).nv  

Well known identities for ( ) ( ),, nn QP ( ),nB  and ( )nv  are 

 ( ) ,148 22 n
nn PQ −=−   (1.4) 

   ,432 22 =− nn Bv   (1.5) 

  ,11 nnn QPP =+ −+   (1.6) 

  ,16 2
11

2 =+− −− nnnn BBBB   (1.7) 

and 

.22
2 += nn vv   (1.8) 

The following theorem is a well known theorem. We will give its proof 
for the sake of completeness. 

Theorem 1.4. All positive integer solutions of the Pell equation 

12 22 ∓=− yx  are given by ( ) 





= n

n PQyx ,2,  with .1n  
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Proof. Assume that ( ) .,2, 





= n

n PQyx  Then ( )( ) 122 ∓=+− yxyx  

and this shows that yx 2−  is a unit in [ ].2Z  Moreover, since 0>x  

and ,0>y  we get .12 >+ yx  Therefore, there exists positive integer n 

such that 12 −+γ=γ=+ nn
n PPyx  by Theorem 1.3. Since 1−+γ nn PP  

( ) ,221 11 nnnnn PPPPP ++=++= −−  we get ( ) ( ).,, 1 nnn PPPyx −+=  

Thus, ( ) ( ) ( +=++=+=+= +−−−− 11111 2
122

1222
1

nnnnnnnn PPPPPPPPx    

) nn QP 2
1

1 =−  by identity (1.6). This shows that 2
nQx =  and .nPy =  

Conversely, if ( ) ( ),,2, n
n PQyx =  then it follows from identity (1.4) that 

.12 22 ∓=− yx  ■ 

By using (1.4) and the above theorem, we can give the following 
corollaries: 

Corollary 1. All positive integer solutions of the Pell equation 

12 22 =− yx  are given by ( ) 





= n

n PQyx 2
2 ,2,  with .1n  

Corollary 2. All positive integer solutions of the Pell equation 

12 22 −=− yx  are given by ( ) 





= +

+
12

12 ,2, n
n PQyx  with .0n  

We now give the characterization of all square triangular numbers. 

Theorem 1.5. A natural number x is a square triangular number, if 

and only if ,2
nBx =  for some natural number n. 

Proof. Assume that x is square triangular number. Then 
( ) ,2

1 2mnnx =+=  for some natural numbers n and m. Next, multiplying 

both sides by 8 and rewriting the previous equation, we obtain 

( ) .112448 222 −+=+= nnnm  
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Let .2and12 mynx =+=  Then we get 

.12 22 =− yx  

Then by Corollary 1, it follows that ( ) .2,2,2, 2
2 






=






= n

n
n

n BvPQyx  

Therefore, 212 nvn =+  and .nBm =  This shows that .22
nBmx ==  Now 

assume that .2
nBx =  By identity (1.5), we get 

(( ) ) (( ) ) (( ) ) (( ) ) .2
14242

2
4242

32
42

2 +−−
=

+−
=

−
== nnnnn

n
vvvvvBx  

Therefore, when xBx n ,2=  is a square triangular number. This concludes 
the proof. ■ 

2. Positive Solutions of Some 
 Diophantine Equations 

In this section, we consider the equations ( ) ,81 2 xyyx =−+  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) xyyxxyyxyxyxxyyx 6,181,124,81 22222 −++=+=+=++ ∓∓  

,1∓= ,0622 =−+ xxyyx ∓  and other similar equations. The solutions 
of these equations are related to square triangular numbers, balancing 
and cobalancing numbers, and the sequence ( ),ny  where ny  is given by 

( ) .2
12 +

= nn
n

yyB  

By Theorem 1.2, it is known that (( ) ) (( ) ) .2
42422 +−

= nn
n

vvB   If we 

make substitution ,4
2

n
n yv

=
−  then we get ( ) .2

12 +
= nn

n
yyB  Here, a 

few terms of ( )ny  sequence are 1, 8, 49, 288, ..., and so on. The following 
lemma is given in [9]: 

Lemma 1. For .26,2 11 +−= −+ nnn yyyn   
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Proof. Since 4
2−

= n
n

vy  and 216 −− −= nnn vvv  with ,2n  we get 

  (( ) ) (( ) ) 24242626 11 +−−−=+− −− nnnn vvyy  

 (( ) )426 1 −−= −nn vv  

 (( ) ) .42 11 ++ =−= nn yv  

That is, .26 11 +−= −+ nnn yyy  ■ 

For ,,2,1 …=n  let nb  be n-th cobalancing number and so let ( )nb  

denote the cobalancing number sequence. Then, the cobalancing numbers 
satisfy the similar recurrence relation given in Lemma 1. The proof of the 
following lemma is given in [7]. 

Lemma 2. For .26,1 11 +−= −+ nnn bbbn    

Lemma 3. For every 2
2 8,1 nn Byn =  and .18 112 += ++ nnn BBy  

Proof. By identities (1.5) and (1.8), we get 

.832
2

32
4 22

2
2 nnn
n

yvvB =
−

=
−

=  

Therefore .8 2
2 nn By =  Moreover, since ,26 11 +−= −+ nnn yyy  we get 

( ) 6211 −+= −+ nnn yyy  and therefore by using ,8 2
2 nn By =  we find 

( ) .6
28

6
288

6
2 22

1
22

1222
12

−+
=

−+
=

−+
= +++

+
nnnnnn

n
BBBByyy  

Since 16 1
22

1 +=+ ++ nnnn BBBB  by identity (1.7), we get 

( ) ( ) .186
2168

6
28

1
1

22
1

12 +=
−+

=
−+

= +
++

+ nn
nnnn

n BBBBBBy  

Therefore .18 112 += ++ nnn BBy  This concludes the proof. ■ 

Now, we can give the following theorem. Since its proof is easy, we 
can omit it. 
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Theorem 2.1. If n is an odd natural number, then 4

2
n

n
Qy =  and if n 

is an even natural number, then .14
2
−= n

n
Qy  

At the introduction of this study, we say that if x is a triangular 
number, then 18 +x  is a perfect square. Also, since 18 112 += ++ nnn BBy  

and ,4

2
12

12
+

+ = n
n

Qy  it follows that 1+nnBB  is a triangular number. 

Moreover by Lemma 3, it is seen that ny  is odd iff n is odd and ny  is 

even iff n is even. From now on, we will try to find all positive integer 
solutions of some Diophantine equations. Before giving these equations, 
we present the following identities that will be useful for finding 
solutions. Since the proof of the identities is found by using Binet’s 
formulas, Lemma 2, and induction method, we omit them. 

Theorem 2.2. For every natural number n, we have the following 
identities: 

    ,4 12121 +++ += nnn QPv   (2.1) 

  ,4 1212 ++ −= nnn QPv   (2.2) 

 ,4
2 1212

1
++

+
+

= nn
n

PQB   (2.3) 

,4
2 1212 ++ −

= nn
n

PQB   (2.4) 

   ,nnn Byb +=   (2.5) 

and 

.11 ++ −= nnn Byb   (2.6) 

In [9], Potter showed that ( ) .81 1
2

1 ++ =−+ nnnn yyyy  By means of 

this equation, we find other similar equations and we investigate 
solutions of them. Now we give the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.3. All positive integer solutions of the Diophantine 

equation ( ) xyyx 81 2 =−+  are given by ( ) ( )1,, += nn yyyx  with .1n  

Proof. We know that ( ) 1
2

1 81 ++ =−+ nnnn yyyy  from [9]. Therefore, 

( ) ( )1,, += nn yyyx  is a solution of the equation ( ) .81 2 xyyx =−+  Now 

assume that ( ) xyyx 81 2 =−+  for some positive integers x and y. A 

simple computation shows that .yx ≠  Then without loss of generality, 

we may suppose that .xy >  If we make substitution yxu +=  and 

,xyv −=  then we get ( ) ( )222 21 vuu −=−  and therefore 122 +− uu  

.22 22 vu −=  This shows that  ( ) .12
1 22 −=+− uv  Then by Corollary 2, it 

follows that ( ) ( )12
12 ,22

1, +
+=+

n
n PQuv  for some .0n  Therefore, 

12 12 −= +nPu  and .2
12 += nQv  Since yxu +=  and ,xyv −=  we get 

2
vux −=  and .2

vuy +=  This shows that 4
24 1212 −−

= ++ nn QPx   and    

.4
24 1212 −+

= ++ nn QPy  By using identities (2.1) and (2.2), we get 

4
2−

= nvx  and .4
21 −

= +nvy  This implies that nyx =  and .1+= nyy  ■ 

By using the above theorem, we can give the following three theorems 
in a similar way: 

Theorem 2.4. All positive integer solutions of the Diophantine 

equation ( ) xyyx 82 2 =−+  are given by ( ) ( )12,2, += nn yyyx  with .1n   

Theorem 2.5. All positive integer solutions of the Diophantine 

equation ( ) xyyx 81 2 =++  are given by ( ) ( )1,1, 1 ++= +nn yyyx  with 

.0n  
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Proof. Assume that ( ) xyyx 81 2 =++  for some positive integers x 
and y. Let we make substitution 1−= xu  and .1−= yv  Then we get 

( ) ( ) ( ).1183 2 ++=++ vuvu  

When we rearrange the equation, we get ( ) .81 2 uvvu =−+  Then the 
proof follows from Theorem 2.3. Conversely, if ( ) ( ),1,1, 1 ++= +nn yyyx  

then a simple computation shows that ( ) .81 2 xyyx =++  ■ 

Theorem 2.6. All positive integer solutions of the Diophantine equation 

( ) xyyx 82 2 =++  are given by ( ) ( )22,22, 1 ++= +nn yyyx  with .0n  

Now, we can give the following theorems, formed by means of the 
above theorems, whose solutions are related to square triangular 
numbers, balancing and cobalancing numbers, and the sequence ( )ny . 

Theorem 2.7. All positive integer solutions of the equation ( )2yx +  

( )124 += yx  are given by ( ) ( )1
2 4,4, += nnn BBByx  or ( ) ( ,4, 2

1+= nByx  
)14 +nnBB  with .1n  

Proof. Assume that ( ) ( )1242 +=+ yxyx  for some positive integers x 

and y. Then ( ) ( )121622 2 +=+ yxyx  and therefore ( ) =−++ 21122 yx  
( ).122.8 +yx  Then by Theorem 2.3, it follows that ( ) ( ,12,2 nyyx =+  
)1+ny  or ( ) ( )nn yyyx ,12,2 1+=+  for some .1n  Firstly, assume that 

( ) ( )1,12,2 +=+ nn yyyx  for some .1n  Since ny  is even, then n is also 

even. Let kn 2=  with .1k  Thus 22kyx =  and .2112 −= +kyy  By 

using Lemma 3, it follows that 24 kBx =  and .4 1+= kkBBy  Similarly, if 

( ) ( ),,12,2 1 nn yyyx +=+  we see that 2
14 += kBx  and .4 1+= kkBBy  

Conversely, if ( ) ( )1
2 4,4, += nnn BBByx  or ( ) ( ),4,4, 1

2
1 ++= nnn BBByx  

then with a simple computation by using identity (1.6), we get ( ) =+ 2yx  
( ).124 +yx  ■ 
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From the above theorem, we can give the following corollary: 

Corollary 3. All positive integer solutions of the equation 22 yx +  

026 =−− xxy  are given by ( ) ( )1
2 2,2, += nnn BBByx  or ( ) ( ,2, 2

1+= nByx  
)12 +nnBB  with .1n  

Proof. 02622 =−−+ xxyyx  iff ( ) ( )1422 +=+ yxyx  iff ( ) =+ 222 yx  
( ).12.22.4 +yx  Then the proof follows from Theorem 2.7.  ■ 

Since the proof of the following theorem is similar to that of above 
theorem, we omit it. 

Theorem 2.8. All positive integer solutions of the equation ( )2yx +  

( )124 −= yx  are given by ( ) ( )14,14, 2
1 ++= + kkk BBByx  or ( ) =yx,  

( )14,14 2
11 ++ ++ kkk BBB  with .1k  

From the above theorem, we can give the following corollary without 
proof: 

Corollary 4. There is no positive integer solutions of the equation 

.02622 =+−+ xxyyx  

Theorem 2.9. All positive integer solutions of the equation 

( ) 181 2 +=++ xyyx  are given by ( ) ( )1,1, =yx  or ( ) ( )1,1, 1 ++= −nn bbyx  
with .1n  

Proof. Assume that ( ) 181 2 +=++ xyyx  for some positive integers 

x and y. For ,yx =  it is clear that ( ) ( )1,1, =yx  is a solution of the 

equation ( ) .181 2 +=++ xyyx  Then assume that .yx ≠  Then without 

loss of generality, we may suppose that .yx >  Let yxu +=  and 

.yxv −=  Then 2
vux +=  and .2

vuy −=  Since ( ) ,181 2 +=++ xyyx  

we get ( ) ( ) .1481
222 +−=+ vuu  This shows that ( ) .121 22 =−− vu  By 
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Corollary 1, it is seen that ( ) ( ,2,1 nvvu =−  )nB2  for some .1n  Thus 

12 += nvu  and .2 nBv =  Substituting these values of u and v into the 

equalities 2
vux +=  and ,2

vuy −=  we get 

4
442

4
24

2
212

2
++−

=
++

=
++

=+= nnnnnn BvBvBvvux  

,1++= nn By  

and 

4
442

4
24

2
212

2
+−−

=
+−

=
−+

=−= nnnnnn BvBvBvvuy  

   .1+−= nn By  

That is, 1++= nn Byx  and .1+−= nn Byy  By identities (2.5) and 
(2.6), it follows that 1+= nbx  and .11 += −nby  Conversely, if 

1+= nbx  and ,11 += −nby  then a simple computation shows that 

( ) ( ) ( ) .11183 1
2

1 +++=++ −− nnnn bbbb  This concludes the proof. ■ 

Since the proof of the following theorem is similar to that of above 
theorem, we omit it. 

Theorem 2.10. All positive integer solutions of the equation 

( ) 181 2 +=−+ xyyx  are given by ( ) ( )1,, −= nn bbyx  with .2n  

Theorem 2.11. All positive integer solutions of the equation 
1622 =−+ xyyx  are given by ( ) ( )nn BByx ,, 1+=  with .1n  

Proof. Assume that 1622 =−+ xyyx  for some positive integers x 

and y. Then ( ) 142 =−− xyyx  and therefore .yx ≠  Without loss of 
generality, we may suppose that .yx >  If we make substitution 

yxu +=  and ,yxv −=  we get 2
vux +=  and .2

vuy −=  Since 

,01622 =−−+ xyyx  it follows that ( ) .142 =−− xyyx  Thus, if we 
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rewrite new values of x and y into the equation ( ) ,142 =−− xyyx  we get 

( ) .1222 =−− vuv  This shows that .12 22 −=− vu  By Corollary 2, it 

follows that ( ) ( )12
12 ,2, +
+= n

n PQvu  for some .0n  Therefore 2
12 += nQu  

and .12 += nPv  Since 2
vux +=  and ,2

vuy −=  it is seen that 

4
2 1212 ++ +

= nn PQx  and .4
2 1212 ++ −

= nn PQy  By using identities (2.3) 

and (2.4), we get 1+= nBx  and .nBy =  Conversely, if ( ) ( ),,, 1 nn BByx +=  

then by identity (1.7), it follows that 22 yx + .16 =− xy  This concludes 
the proof. ■ 

Theorem 2.12. There is no positive integer solutions of the equation 

.1622 −=−+ xyyx  

Proof. Assume that .1622 −=−+ xyyx  Then ( ) 142 −=−− xyyx  

and therefore yx −  is an odd integer. Let uyx =+  and .vyx =−  

Then, it can be seen that .12 22 =− vu  Since v is an odd integer, then 

312 22 ≡+= vu (mod 8), a contradiction. This concludes the proof. ■ 

Theorem 2.13. All positive integer solutions of the equation 

0622 =−−+ xxyyx  are given by ( ) ( )1
2,, += kkk BBByx  or ( ) =yx,  

( )1
2

1, ++ kkk BBB  with .1k  

Proof. Assume that 0622 =−−+ xxyyx  for some positive integers 

x and y. Then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .04444644 22 =−−+ xyxyx  Let ax =4  and 

.4 by =  Then, it can be seen that .04622 =−−+ aabba  That is, 

( ) ( ).1242 +=+ baba  Thus, by Theorem 2.7, there exists 1k  such 

that ( ) ( )1
2 4,4, += kkk BBBba  or ( ) ( ).4,4, 1

2
1 ++= kkk BBBba  Therefore, 

,4 2
kBa =  14 += kkBBb  or .4,4 1

2
1 ++ == kkk BBbBa  Since xa 4=  and 
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,4yb =  it is seen that 1
2, +== kkk BByBx  or ., 1

2
1 ++ == kkk BByBx  

Conversely, if ( ) ( )1
2 4,, += kkk BBByx  or ( ) ( ),4,4, 1

2
1 ++= kkk BBByx  it 

is easy to see that .0622 =−−+ xxyyx  ■ 

Theorem 2.14. There is no positive integer solutions of the equation 

.0622 =+−+ xxyyx  

Proof. Assume that 0622 =+−+ xxyyx  for some positive integers 

x and y. Then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .04444644 22 =+−+ xyxyx  Thus, by Theorem 

2.8, there exists 1k  such that ( ) ( )14,144,4 2
1 ++= + kkk BBByx  or 

( ) ( ),14,144,4 2
11 ++= ++ kkk BBByx  which is impossible. This concludes 

the proof. ■ 

Actually, we produce many equations considering from Potter’s [9] 

showing ( ) .81 1
2

1 ++ =−+ nnnn yyyy  Now we give other similar equations, 
whose solutions are related balancing and cobalancing numbers more. 
While solving these equations, we again use Pell equations. 

Theorem 2.15. All positive integer solutions of the equation 

( ) 481 2 +=−+ xyyx  are given by ( ) ( )1,, 1 −−+= −nnnn bBbByx  with 
.1n  

Proof. Assume that ( ) 481 2 +=−+ xyyx  for some positive integers 
x and y. Then it follows that .yx ≠  Without loss of generality, we may 

suppose .yx >  Let yxu +=  and .yxv −=  Thus, we get ( ) =− 21u  

( )222 vu − .4+  When we rearrange the equation, it is seen that 

( ) .12
12 22 =+− uv  Thus by Corollary 1, there exists .1n  such that 

( ) ( ).,22
1, 2

2
n

n PQuv =+  Therefore 2
2nQv =  and .12 2 −= nPu  Since 

22
2 nn vQ

=  and ,22 nn BP =  we can write 2
nvv =  and .14 −= nBu  On 
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the other hand, since yxu +=  and ,yxv −=  it is seen that 2
vux +=  

and .2
vuy −=  Now, if we write the values of u and v into the equalities 

2
vux +=  and ,2

vuy −=  we get 4
82 nn Bvx +−

=  and 

( ) .4
248 −−−

= nn vBy  By identities (2.5), (2.6), and the equality 

,4
2−

= n
n

vy  it follows that nn bBx +=  and .11 −−= −nn bBy  

Conversely, if ( ) ( nnn BbByx ,, +=  )11 −− −nb  with ,1n  then from 

identities (2.5), (2.6), and Lemma 3, it follows that ( ) .481 2 +=−+ xyyx   

■ 

In a similar way, we can give the following theorem without proof:  

Theorem 2.16. All positive integer solutions of the equation 

( ) 481 2 +=++ xyyx  are given by ( ) ( )1,1, −−++= nnnn bBbByx  with 

.1n  

Finally, we give two theorems, whose solutions are interesting. 

Theorem 2.17. All positive integer solutions of the equation xyx 62 −  

0142 =−++ xy  are given by 

( )
( )

( )







++−

+−++

=
−

−

evenisnbBbB
oddisnbBbB

yx
nnnn

nnnn

;2
2,2

;2
1,2

1
,

1

1
 

with .1n  

Proof. Assume that .0146 22 =−++− xyxyx  Then, 22 6 yxyx +−  

014 =−+ x  iff ( ) ( ) 11242 +−=+ yxyx  for some natural numbers x and 

y. Next, when we multiply both sides of the equation ( ) =+ 2yx  

( ) 1124 +−yx  by 4 and rewrite previous equation, we get 
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( ) ( ) .4122.81122 2 +−=+−+ yxyx  

Let xu 2=  and .12 −= yv  Then we get ( ) .481 2 +=++ uvvu  Since all 

positive integer solutions of the equation ( ) 481 2 +=++ uvvu  are 

( ) ( )1,1, −−++= nnnn bBbBvu  or ( ) ( )1,, 1 ++−= − nnnn bBbBvu  by  

Theorem 2.16, it is seen that 1++= nn bBu  and −= nBv 1−nb  or 

1−−= nn bBu  and .1++= nn bBv  Thus, we get ( ) 21++= nn bBx  

and ( ) 211 +−= −nn bBy  or ( ) 21−−= nn bBx  and ( ) .22++= nn bBy  

It is well known that nB  is even iff n is even and nb  is always even. Then 

we get  

( )
( )

( )







++−

+−++

=
−

−

.
evenis;2

2,2

oddis;2
1,2

1
,

1

1

nbBbB
nbBbB

yx
nnnn

nnnn

 

Conversely, if ( ) ( ),2
1,2

1, 1 +−++
= −nnnn bBbByx  where n is odd 

and ( ) ( ),2
2,2, 1 ++−

= − nnnn bBbByx  where n is even; by using 

identities (2.5), (2.6), and Lemma 3, it can be shown that xyx 62 −  

.0142 =−++ xy  This concludes the proof. ■ 

Now we can give the following theorem easily: 

Theorem 2.18. All positive integer solutions of the equation xyx 62 −  

0142 =−−+ xy  are given by 

( )
( )

( )







−−+

−+−−

=
−

−

evenisnbBbB
oddisnbBbB

yx
nnnn

nnnn

;2
2,2

;2
1,2

1
,

1

1
 

with .2n   
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